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Notice of public tender 
 

Deadline: December, 15th 2015 
 

 
 
Art. 1 - The municipality of Castel Bolognese, Ayuntamiento de Roquetas de Mar, Municipiul 
Odorheiu Secuiesc, Youth Centre Velenje, the municipality of Mazsalaca, the municipality of Capizzi, 
Csurgo Varos Onkormanyzata and the municipality of Pegeia, as participants in the European Project 
BE YOUTH -Building Europe through YOUTH participation promote a public tender for the ideation 
of the logo of the project. 
 
Art. 2 - The tender aims at designing a creative, fun and attractive logo that will be applied to each 
document, to the website, to the facebook profile and all the materials related to the project BE 
YOUTH - Building Europe through YOUTH participation. Participants can use images and/or words. 
There are no limitations or restrictions in the creativity. Only “.pdf” documents will be accepted and 
evaluated. It is not possible to copy and paste images from the Internet; each contribution has to be 
original.  
 
Art. 3 - A monetary prize of 1.000 Euros has been established for the class (or school) who will win 
the tender. 
The tender is dedicated to young people: eligible participants are classes (or schools) with scholars 
born in 2002-2003-2004. Each class can submit only one proposal but, among the same school, there 
could be more than one projects. Single scholars can not participate to the tender. The prize is 
conceived as a contribution to some scholar expenditure. 
 
Art. 4 - The prize will be assigned on the basis of a two-steps evaluation. In the first stage each partner 
of the project BE YOUTH - Building Europe through YOUTH participation will decide the winner in 
its municipality (each partner will organize its local selection process independently, but all of them 
will put in place a mechanism that ensures a fair selection process - independent Jury, public voting, 
etc); secondly all the partners will evaluate the final 8 proposals (one for each municipality). In 
February 2016 the partners will decide the winner of the tender, during the partner meeting at 



Odorheiu Secuiesc. There will be only one winner: in case two or more participants will collect the 
same evaluations, the partners will vote again to declare one winner (among the finalists). 
 
Art. 5 - Participants must deliver the application per Country no later than December, 15th 2015 at : 

- MAZSALACA (LV) 
 dome@mazsalaca.lv + europeanprojects@comune.castelbolognese.ra.it 
- VELENJE (SI) 
 info@mc-velenjie.si + europeanprojects@comune.castelbolognese.ra.it 
- ODORHEIU SECUIESC (RO) 
varoshaza@varoshaza.ro + europeanprojects@comune.castelbolognese.ra.it 
- CAPIZZI (IT)  
comunedicapizzi.europa@gmail.com+ europeanprojects@comune.castelbolognese.ra.it 
- CSURGO’ (HU)  
polgarmester@csurgo.hu + europeanprojects@comune.castelbolognese.ra.it 
- ROQUETAS DE MAR (ES)  
empleo@aytoroquetas.org + europeanprojects@comune.castelbolognese.ra.it 
- PEGEIA (CY)      
research@pegeiamunicipality.com + europeanprojects@comune.castelbolognese.ra.it 
- CASTEL BOLOGNESE (IT)  
europeanprojects@comune.castelbolognese.ra.it  

 
 
Each partner will decide each local winner no later than January, 15th 2016. Each partner will publish 
a ranking list and will communicate evaluations to all the participants by e-mail no later than January, 
20th 2016. 
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